Dremel Home Solutions™ Flashlight Fact Sheet


The Home Solutions™ Flashlight offers 500 Lumens maximum with high, medium (200
Lumens) and low (50 Lumens) settings.



The Dremel Flashlight features a 5000K beam of clean, white light for clear visibility in
the dark, being seen in an emergency and home repairs.



The Dremel Flashlight features an adjustable beam light that is narrow and wide range
capable with a twist adjustment between spot and flood. In high, spot mode, it projects
650-feet, the length of 2 football fields.



No need to fear water because the flashlight is IP67 certified waterproof for a
submersion depth of one meter for 30 minutes making it ideal for wet applications both
indoors and out.



Built tough with a solid aluminum housing for durability, the flashlight is protected from
damage and abuse by means of front and rear rubber ends that absorb shock when
dropped.



Its integrated Lithium-Ion battery holds a charge for two years in storage making it ready
when you need it, unlike many conventional battery-powered flashlights whose batteries
may have died, become weak or misplaced.



With its USB Fast Charger the Dremel Flashlight has universal and convenient charging,
with only 1.5 hours for a full charge. Charging station can plug into a wall outlet or USB
port.



The versatile, adjustable, and removable belt clip has two orientations of use offering
multiple positions for hanging or storage.



The Flashlight’s compact size and 500 Lumens provides the power of the larger C and D
size flashlights without the size and bulk.



The Dremel Flashlight will be available in November 2020 at The Home Depot both in
store and online and for a suggested retail price of $39.97 in the United States.

Specifications
Catalog number: HSFL-01
Battery: 4.0V Max Li-Ion
Weight: 0.6lbs
Lumens: 500
USB charger: 1.5-hour
Warranty: 2 years
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The Home Solutions™ Electric Screwdriver offers two ways activation. Push the power
button or push the tool itself into the screw to activate.



Features Smart Stop Technology that detects when the driver bit is misaligned from the
screw head and cuts off power, reducing damage to the screw head and removing user
error.



Six-position clutch lets the user match the right amount of torque for the job. This
controls the amount of power applied and also prevents damage to the material being
fastened.



With a speed of 360 rotations per minute, the Dremel Electric Screwdriver drives screws
up to 2 times faster* than similar products in the market.



USB a fast charger has universal and convenient charging, with only 1.5 hours for a full
charge. Charging station can plug into a wall outlet or USB port.



By setting the switch in neutral, users can simply turn the tool like a manual screwdriver
if hand tightening is needed or manual use if preferred.



The kit comes complete with a six-piece bit set and bit extension.



The bit holder has a ¼-inch HEX size to accommodate the most common insert bits in
the market. A high-powered magnetic bit holder helps users hold bits securely in place
while driving.



The Dremel Electric Screwdriver will be available in November 2020 at The Home Depot
both in store and online and for a suggested retail price of $39.97 in the United States
and $52.47 CDN in Canada.

Specifications
Catalog number: HSES-01
Battery: 4.0V Max Li-Ion
RPM: 360 Torque: 44 in/lbs.
Weight: 9.8 oz.
Bit holder: ¼” Hex shaft
USB charger: 1.5-hour
Warranty: 2 years
Bit types included: PH1, PH2, H5, R2, S6, T20, T25 + Bit Extender
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